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Dear Sir/madam,
I feel I represent a huge majority of Australians when I say that multi
culturalism has not failed in Australia but fear it will fail in the not
to distant future as it has in Europe if certain issues are not
addressed now.
1) The number of muslims immigrating to the country.
2) The integration of muslims in our country.
On a personal level in the past ten years every social gathering I have
ever been to the same concern is raised everytime.
The concern is of Islamic immigration both legal and illegal. No one in
their right mind can blame the average Australian for being afraid of
what the future holds if we continue to let the number of muslims in
that we currently are.
The problem is that politicians are not educated about this religion
from scholars outside of the religion itself. If a police officer wanted
to get educated about the mafia he wouldn't get his education from the
mafia itself, would he? The Islamic Imams sugar coat the political
ideology that Islam really is.
In America a well known scholar by the name of Robert Spencer has
written several best sellers on the subject and has appeared on several
current affairs programs trying to educate the public about the threat
that this religion poses to the western world. The problem is that it is
not just a religion it is a political system/ideology whose doctrines
mandate the domination, suppression and persecution of all other faiths.
If anyone doubts this then they need to pick up a newspaper or watch the
news and realise that since 9/11 there has been over 17,000 well
documented atrocities and Jihad attacks all in the name of Islam and yet
the government continues to try and appease these people. It has to stop
now.

Why do muslims continue their beheadings, suicide bombs, honour killings
and where does this way of thinking come from? Simple, the Qur'an. The
prophet Mohammed was a mass murdering paedophile who owned slaves had
several wives one of which was 6 years old and he beheaded 800 Jews from
the Banu Qurayza tribe in a single day. This is a well known fact but no
one in the public spot light would dare speak of this through fear of
violence and possible prosecution. This is evident by the absolutely
ridiculous trial of Geert Wilders from the Netherlands at the moment. He
has spoken the truth about Islam and the population of the Netherlands
know it and he came second in the last elections. Not bad considering
his party was not even a major party and believed to be a long shot! He
now faces charges of hate speech and needs 24 hour police protection
simply for telling the truth.
The only reason the problem is not as bad here in Australia as it is in
Europe is because we don't have the numbers that they have yet. We have
roughly 2% of the population being Islamic where as in Europe they have
between 5% and 20%.This number will change in the future due to the very
high birth rate of muslim families. In twenty years time the muslims

will have a huge number of voters and who do you think they will vote
for? A non‐muslim or a muslim bent on imposing shariah law.
Chuck Missler another famous Scholar has used government statistics from
around the world to document what happens when the Islamic population
reaches certain percentages. Basically when the population percentage is
between 1 and 5% you'll see them being fairly quiet and complaining
about equal rights and discrimination by using arguments like the
wearing of the Burka and Halal food etc. When they are around 10 to 20%
They start rioting and murdering people and segregating their own
communities to try and enforce Shariah law. This has been shown
repeatedly in Europe to be true. By the time the population gets up to
80‐90% they start persecuting anyone who is not a muslim by imposing a
tax on them and even to the point of state sanctioned genocide like in
Iraq, Egypt and Iran.
The biggest stigma that people face when speaking out about this subject
is that they are inevitably labelled a racist or a bigot. The fact is
Islam is not a race it is a religion but it does not matter what country
you go to the problems are coming from muslims. In the Netherlands it is
the Morroccans, in England the Pakistanis, In France it is the Algerians
and here in Australia it is the Lebanese.
What will it take for our government to wake up and realise that this
religion is evil and must be outlawed. Why is it that not all muslims
are terrorists but all terrorists are muslims? Australians are not
racists we let anybody into our country but then we look after them
better then we look after a pensioner who has paid his taxes all his
life and the immigrants still complain. If you give these people an inch
they will demand a mile and our weak governments are only to eager to
give it to them.
I don't think any integration program will work and the only way to stop
this threat is to put a stop to Islamic immigration or at least limit
it. Being an ex soldier with a tour of duty in Iraq I am aware that the
vast majority of muslims are peaceful but at the end of the day if you
are a proud muslim then the fact remains that you follow or at least
endorse the teachings of a 7th century maniac and will eventually desire
the implementation of Shariah law which dictates death to homo sexuals,
death to apostates, child marriage, stoning to death for adultery, hands
cut off for thieves etc.
I am a member of several anti Islamic organisations and the numbers of
members in these organisations are growing rapidly. So my advice to the
government is to wake up and wake up now before another Cronulla riot
takes place every weekend. I have seen first hand the differences in our
cultures and know for a fact that there is nothing we can learn from
Islam.

